Building sites are very dangerous places. Can you help me find the hazards in the picture above and use the stickers to improve safety on the site? If you get stuck, try reading my top safety tips for help.

- Hard hats and reflective jackets should be worn on building sites to prevent injury and make workers clearly visible.
- Vehicles should make a warning sound when reversing or alert people who have not been spotted by the driver.
- Warning signs should be visible to alert people to the dangers on and around building sites. Make sure you keep out.
- Temporary barriers need to have barriers to alert people to any possible dangers. Keep away from them.

Top safety tips for helping me find the hazards:

- Pits and manholes should be covered to prevent people falling into them.
- Fences must be put around building sites and erected. Make sure you keep out.
- To prevent tarmac being kicked off, avoid stacking bricks and pipes or other building materials on top of them. Avoid storing items that are too high. Don't climb on them.
- Large building materials such as bricks should be left in a way that prevents them rolling or being moved easily and hurting someone. Don't go near them.
- Keep bricks and pipes or other building materials out of the way that prevents them rolling or being moved easily and hurting someone. Don't go near them.